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About This Content

Composed and produced by Jeff van Dyck
Vocals by Angela van Dyck and Ella van Dyck

Guitar, Lute, Dulcimer and Mandolin by Shaun Trainer
Mastered by Dave Neil

01 Hand of Fate II (The Beginning)
02 The Game We Play

03 Deal of the Next Millennia
04 Voice of the Sun
05 Spiritual Rancor
06 Outer Demons

07 Broken
08 Return to the Game

09 Another Devil
10 Wayward Path
11 Until Midnight
12 Hero’s Battle
13 Deep Conflict

14 Tempus
15 Bad Hand

16 Kneel and Fray
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17 Surly Towers
18 Space Canoe

19 Hand Over Your Lute
20 Doomhammer

21 Sisters of Murky
22 Lucidity Redux
23 Hand of Fate II
24 Morning Mist

25 The Defiant Ones
26 Violent Elephant
27 Mind Chamber

28 Resistance of the Path
29 Wheel of Fate
30 Giant Moon
31 Dark Sword

32 Effect and Cause
33 Fatal Hand

34 Till We Meet Again
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autocraft is a very fun game were you can build, test, and pilot vehicles.
. If you're looking for an intense squad based game with a focus on squad coordination, realism, and historical accuracy then this
is a game that should be in your library. You're never too far from any action - and the moments you are in them are intense and
can be fleeting if you are not in cover or observant.

The battlefields have been recreated beautifully and are fun to run around assaulting objectives with your team. Uniforms,
weapons, static objects and everything in between look wonderful and period correct. The game does currently have bugs and
glitches which is to be expected in the early access period of development - nothing so far has taken away from the core
gameplay.

You will see many reviews who say this game doesn't have any player-base, servers empty etc. I have been on servers ranging
from 3v3 to full servers of 12v12. The devs host game-nights and more often than not you can find a server with 6-10 players
on. Yes there will be times where it is empty - again to be expected in early access.

Overall the game has a lot of potential for its future and for 15$ I would say it is worth backing - plus with it being built on
Cryengine, it sure is beautiful to look at.. I love this game
Really addictive game
WLove it every minute <3. This DLC is not necessarily bad, but there are issue revolving around the USMC campaign. The first
battle was good and showed a promise for the rest of the DLC. But then there was Tarawa, the second battle. There is an
unnecessary amount of tanks and troops that can tank 3-5 shots. I couldn't progress because my allies didn't bother using the
boats or didn't bother with taking the points. This combination of BS adds up to a near impossible way to complete the game. Its
like they gave the Japanese lots of amount unhistorical bias and gave the USMC near to zero advantages. Overall, this DLC can
give a neat expierence if it works, but if it doesn't get ready for an impossible array of tanks and BS troops.. Fun little
platformer. This guy who made it is going places.. I am a huge fan of bridge-building type physics based games. Carried Away
literally turns that upside down. Building ski-lifts is similar, yet completely challenging. I've been challenged more times than I
care to admit. There is a nice change of pace with downhill-skier missions just to break things up. The graphics are simple, yet
adorable, and completely appropriate to this style of game. If you are looking for a good challenge, this is it!. This is a game
where you drive around in a tank and blow various enemies up. You can then upgrade your tank with different weapons and
equipment. It's pretty fun for what it is, although it might get a tad repetitive at times.
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aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa. havent gotten into it looks great. big heads, and short arms. This is, by far the best hidden
object game that I've played around here so far. Actually, it would be demeaning to call it only a hidden object game. In-depth
psychosis depicted with great atmosphere and a neatly arranged storyline. Our serial killer 'Oscar' - nice reference to Oscar
Wilde, creator of Dorian Gray - is worth meeting. The methods and artistic demeanor of our host\/psychopath makes him a
character to remember. I'd like to add that the art work is well above the ordinary expected from the HOG genre. Besides being
a well arranged adventure, including some well thought puzzles and a wide range of areas to explore, a bonus chapter awaits at
the end, for an epilogue. I warn you though; there is no happy ending in Oscar's domain!. Went through the Pariah's Bane
expansion. Got the new big ship. Second I stepped into Xen space... not one, not two but three pirate hammer ships spawned out
of the warp gate behind me. No way to outrun them because the new big ship is so slow. Can't maneuver much because the big
ship is so slow. Can only hope the capital ship is enough of a tank to handle the fight. It was not. By the time I destroyed 2 of
them the big ship' structure points were gone and the shiny new big ship was destroyed. So much for the "capital ship of
unrivaled firepower" as they put it.

I am playing a semi-hardcore game, so if my ship is destroyed, then the ship is lost. Far as I can tell there's no way to get another
one of the capital ships, either.

The problem with the new capital ship is that yes, it may have a lot more structure points but it only has as much armor as the
smaller, much faster Heavy ships. The new ship has mostly missile weapon mounts. The end-game Xen aliens are very resistant
to missiles.

In end-game Xen areas, the Hammer ship from the standard game is far superior. It has as much armor as the capital ship from
Pariah's Bane. It's much faster than the capital ship from Pariah's Bane. It doesn't rely on missiles as it's pimary weapon like the
capital ship from Pariah's Bane.

If someone's going to pay money for Pariah's Bane and take the time to go through the quests, then the ship we get does in fact
need to be superior in some way. Not weaker or even just "on par" with existing ships. The reward vs. effort just isn't there.
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